Why Barcelona?
The city of Barcelona gathers all the necessary elements to become a reference city
and a pioneer 5G Southern Europe hub

Barcelona hosts the global reference event of the mobile sector: Mobile World Congress

Entities based in Catalonia are involved in 22 of the 37 5G research projects funded
by the European Commission through the 5GPPP

Barcelona has a wide range of research and development assets to create an open 5G
technology lab, with a strong commitment and support from the public administrations.
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5GBarcelona
5GBarcelona is a public-private initiative working to transform the metropolitan area
of Barcelona into an open and neutral city-wide lab for the validation and adoption of
5G technologies and applications in a real-life environment.

The initiative creates synergies within the ecosystem and offers an experimental infrastructure to test, prototype
and implement new digital solutions in the city. 5GBarcelona wants to stimulate the existing innovation in
Barcelona, help to attract foreign investment, boost tech start-ups and generate an entire industry around
5G technology.

The initiative is powered by the Regional Government of Catalonia, Barcelona City Hall, Mobile World Capital
Barcelona, i2CAT, CTTC, Atos and the UPC.
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What do we offer?
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What do we offer?
Adoption & Validation of 5G
Test, prototype, and implement your 5G solution in Barcelona open and
neutral city-wide lab
Participate in the definition and execution of pilots, use cases and
projects with top-companies within industry verticals
Use 5GBarcelona’s SPC service - Single Point of Contact - to manage
local partners, key city stakeholders, local infrastructure and external
requirements for a smooth execution of your activities
Access to 5GBarcelona labs for the validation of technologies and
applications in real-life environment
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What do we offer?
Business Opportunities
Access to the 5GBarcelona’s ecosystem, where companies,
institutions, entrepreneurs and innovators develop 5G technologies
Find the most suitable local partners for the execution of 5G projects,
pilots and use cases

Co-invest in pilots and use cases in Barcelona through public-private
partnerships
Co-invest in creating a 5G laboratory within the 5GBarcelona
5G-nodes lab
Create partnership consortia to competitive calls under European
Commission 5GPPP programme or other national funds
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What do we offer?
Knowledge & Trainings
Access to technical training and seminars
Access to reports, scientific papers and tech transfer information
Share knowledge and knowhow in 5G arena
Define best practices of pilots, use cases, and in the deployment of 5G networks
Access to 5G technical oversight and advisory
Participate in 5GBarcelona working groups:
- Research infrastructure and labs
- Pilots and use cases
- Technical training

- Infrastructure deployment
- Sectorial dynamization
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What do we offer?
Visibility & Awareness
Provide visibility to your 5G solutions and services
Showcase your pilots, use cases and projects at Mobile
World Congress
Export your solutions to generate new opportunities
Participate in activities of sector dynamization
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R&D Services
5G Technology consulting, including:
Overall 5G network architecture, including migration paths from
4G to 5G

5G Radio technologies
5GBarcelona provides radio equipment for pre-commercial 5G
trials and validations, including:

5G radio technologies, including 5GNR, 4G LTE evolutions,
IEEE 802.11ax, and IEEE 802.11ay

Prototype mm-wave unlicensed 5G platforms operating
at 60 GHz

Transport network technologies

Software Defined Radios supporting 4G LTE and
5GNR

Cloud technologies, including support for virtualized mobile
networks and ETSI MANO frameworks
Application of Machine Learning to network management
Simulation based network design and evaluation: 5GBarcelona
has a wide suite of simulation tools that can be used to
simulate and evaluate the performance of end to end 5G
systems, and of its individual components.

Multi-tenant Small Cells with integrated wireless and
backhaul
LPWAN base stations, including NB-IoT and LoRa
Virtual Evolved Packet Cores

Standardization: 5GBarcelona researchers are regular
contributors to 5G relevant SDOs such 3GPPP, IEEE, ETSI,
and ONF. 5GBarcelona offers standardization support to
interested partners, either through standard delegates, or
through a back-office supporting third party contributions.
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R&D Services

Platforms for network virtualization

Software Defined Networking applied to 5G

5GBarcelona provides support to deploy, operate and extend software
systems for network virtualization, including:

5GBarcelona provides support to deploy, operate and extend SDN
controllers and related toolsets, including:

Production level OpenStack installations
Container based systems including Docker and Kubernettes
ETSI-MANO orchestration platforms and definition of network
services based on:
• OpenSourceMANO (OSM)
• SONATA/5G-TANGO
• Ciena’s Blueplanet
Network telemetry solutions based on Prometheus

OpenDayLight solutions, controlling OpenFlow switches, wireless
devices
ONOS solutions and controlling
Openstack integration with SDN controllers
Development of custom SDN agents for embedded network
devices, including NETCONF, OpenFlow, and P4, and integration
into SDN controllers
Advance use of Openvswitch and related tools
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5GBarcelona Partners - Ecosystem
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THANK YOU!

